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Well, we all know what is happening in our world with the pandemic COVID19 that still is around. We all know 

what happened almost a month ago when people all around the cities of the U.S. went outside to the streets 

and raised their voices protesting because of all the racism and injustices that we all are living with in our 

society. Here at CL, the protest was very peaceful. I participated in two of those peaceful protests, with no 

major incidents but with very encouraging words of peace and justice for all. The last weeks seem calm so far, 

but things can change as fast as a blink of an eye. Today, it seems that all is normal, but we don't know what  

 

Now, during the last few weeks, we began a worship series in which we are able to dig into our particular 

context; the first week we discussed judging, the second week we talked about loving our enemy, and we 

were able to identify who was our enemy. We were able to understand the concept of not judging people no 

matter what acts they performed. We were also able to understand the concept that enemies create strong 

feelings inside of us; feelings of hate, anger, frustration, etc. but Jesus’ teaching was to live a life in a 

particular way with our enemies. Understanding the love Agape, which means, even if our enemy is making 

our lives miserable, we can extend grace to that enemy, we have to extend Agape love which reflects the way 

we live. Because when we live practicing Agape love, we are investing in a new territory, we are investing in a 

new way to see our enemy with love. Last week, we spoke about how to deal with anger. We talked that we 

could be anger of all the injustices that are happening in our country, we could be anger of the system that 

treat better some people and harm others just because of their skin color or ethnicity. But before getting too 

far Jesus encourages us to seek for reconciliation instead of responding with evil intentions. Jesus, engages us 

to have a conversation first, listen the others and then reconcile with our enemy.  

 

This week, the scripture reading brings us something similar but at the same time different from past weeks. 

Let's read what the Bible says in the Gospel of Matthew 5:38-42: NIV  

Eye for Eye 38 "You have heard that it was said, 'Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth.'[a] 39 But I tell you, 

do not resist an evil person. If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other cheek also. 
40 And if anyone wants to sue you and take your shirt, hand over your coat as well. 41 If anyone forces 

you to go one mile, go with them two miles. 42 Give to the one who asks you, and do not turn away 

from the one who wants to borrow from you.  

Based upon this passage of the Bible and what is happening around our context, what would be our response 

to these acts of injustices in our society? What would be our position as Christians if, we are affected by any 

situation of injustice? Or if someone comes to our house or our businesses and destroys all or slaps our faces 

and screams bad things at us? So, what are you supposed to do when someone insults you, shows extreme 
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contempt for you, or is deeply offensive to you? Would you think that you and I, will able to change the 

trajectory of any of those situations? Jesus is offering us a deeper or a higher understanding of how we can 

react to any of these situations. 

 

Let me give you an example that happened to me years ago. The example is when I was working in 

construction. For those who don't know, I was a general contractor working for four investors in the Chicago 

South area and I was running more than 15 projects at the same time. I learned how to frame footings, pour 

concrete on foundations, and build exterior and interior walls as a carpenter. It was one of the best times in 

my life, learning all about construction. From 2008 until 2016 I made hundreds of projects and my quality job 

was extremely good. I had under my supervision 3 to 5 people in each project and everything seemed very 

well. In 2014, everything turned upside down when I made a mistake by establishing a partnership with 

another contractor because of the number of projects that I had.  

I invested 65% and my partner 35%. We divided the areas and I took Cook, Lake, and Kane County and my 

partner took all the south. I decided to do it that way because, in 2014, I was appointed to be the lead pastor 

in Ringwood. I was the one who ordered all the materials, schedule deliveries, sign all the contracts, walk the 

projects, and make the estimates. So, I had a pretty big load of things on my shoulder. However, the first two 

months were okay; but from the third month on, things began to fail. Projects did not finish on time; workers 

didn't show up and most of the time I had to stop at the work agency to pick 2 or 3 workers to go to these 

houses and work. Things got so busy for me with my Course of Study at Garrett, my Bachelor of Arts in Lewis 

University and working practically two jobs; it was extremely difficult.  

After six months, I began to check all my partner’s jobs and I noticed that the production was very low, the 

jobs were not done on time, my workers were not paid for at least three weeks, even though I had given my 

partner the money that he asked for. Therefore, after a deep investigation, I was told that my partner, had 

been giving the investors a cheaper price; and he was using the materials and my money to pay his workers. 

My debts at Home Depot, Menards, Lowes, and other stores were very high; my workers were asking me for 

their weeks of pay, some projects were delayed, etc. You can imagine all of this situation. So, when I was able 

to meet with my partner, by that point I had lost around 75K; money that I did not have, and money that I 

had to pay. My partnership with this guy obviously was done, and we finished our friendship, not in good 

terms. Honestly, every time that I saw him for X or Y or Z, my body was telling me to jump on him and punch 

him. But my mind led me to another direction and the most important thing "My Relationship with Jesus" 

stopped me every single time. And the passage that I just read, came to my mind and came to my mind when 

I had him in front of my face. And I could say today that I was able to change the trajectory of my thoughts, 

emotions, feelings, and the curse of those projects as well.  

 

Jesus is teaching us through this passage that no matter what is happening in your life today, we are the only 

ones who can change the trajectory of any situation. If someone is hurting you by their actions or words, your 

response is not to respond in a similar way or worst. NO, our response needs to be calm; we all are called to 

be people who can listen and guide others (means our enemy) in the direction to do good and not evil. We all 

are called to extend our hands as a symbol of forgiveness and as a symbol of moving forward.  

Let’s talk about these few verses in the Gospel of Matthew 5; when Jesus said, "turn to them the other 

cheek also" (5:39). He is saying that please do not respond in the same way they are treating you. We do 

not respond in kind. We do not have the right to return fire with equal proportion because someone harmed 

us. Someone hurts us  and then we want to hurt them, and we think we are justified in doing so. But Jesus 

reveals that we do not react when harmed or insulted.  
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Give your cloak (5:40). Next, Jesus says that if someone would sue you to take your tunic, give your cloak 

as well. There are a few things we need to consider to have a proper understanding of what Jesus is teaching. 

First, we must notice that you are being sued. This is not a picture of a robbery but a picture that we owe 

something to the person, and they have gone to court for what is owed. Second, we must understand what it 

means to give one's cloak. Under the Law of Moses, the cloak was one of the Israelites' rights.  

If you lend money to any of my people with you who is poor, you shall not be like a moneylender to 

him, and you shall not exact interest from him. If ever you take your neighbor's cloak in pledge, you 

shall return it to him before the sun goes down, for that is his only covering, and it is his cloak for his 

body; in what else shall he sleep? And if he cries to me, I will hear, for I am compassionate. (Exodus 

22:25–27 ESV).  

When He said, "If anyone forces you to go one mile, go with them two miles."(5:41) Jesus illustrates 

this idea further with something from Roman times. The Romans could ask civilians to carry the luggage of 

military personnel for an agreed distance, one Roman mile. Rather than only going one mile, Jesus teaches 

going two miles. Notice the picture again is not doing the bare minimum. If you are compelled to do 

something, be willing to go even further. Cheerfully accept the imposition. Do not insist upon your rights but 

be willing to do more.  

And lastly when He said, Give (5:42). The final illustration is the willingness to give your property to another. 

The implication is that this is something the person genuinely needs. We are not fulfilling wants and wish lists. 

But we do not refuse those who have a legitimate need for something. We will not see our property as ours 

but as gifts of God that we give to those who have need. We also are able to give our time, our support, our 

advices, and our peace to God’s people.  

 

So, what Jesus is teaching are the characteristics of those who belong in his kingdom. First, we do not react. 

An eye for an eye does not mean we get to respond with equal treatment to those who wrong us or do evil 

against us. There is no justification in saying, "He started it." Second, we are not here to make much of our 

rights. You will notice in each of these illustrations we are seeing our rights being voluntarily revoked. We do 

not say, "I have a right." We give up our rights for others. In Christ Jesus, we do not say that we have a right. 

Personal sacrifice replaces personal revenge, just as Jesus showed us in his own life. Third, Jesus followers go 

above and beyond. We do not look for doing the minimum for others. We go the extra mile. We give more 

than required. We do not look for the least they can do. As God's people, ask what else we can do. Finally, 

these instructions are not what we do for other Christians or for those who treat us well. Go back to Matthew 

5:39. The principle is to not resist the evil one. We are talking about doing good in the face of evil. 

 

This is the big idea: We do not make our rights the basis for our relationships with others. Be prepared to 

take a lowly position as a humble servant. Be prepared to sacrifice your rights for a life of following Jesus. Be 

prepared to pay the price of imitating Jesus.  

 

We all are called to be people as followers of Jesus to be an example for others and walk with them and guide 

them into the path of peace. I perfectly can go behind the person who stole my money and my projects and 

make his life and the life of his family very miserable, I knew how to do it. But, I chose the way that Jesus was 

teaching to His disciples; I saw this person several times after what happened between us and we still say hi 

to each other and we still shake hands, there is no hate or bad feelings between us because I chose the right 

way to fix the problem. Trust in God, put my whole life in God's hands, and let God do justice over that 

situation. It was not my problem anymore; I gave to God the whole situation and God begin to work in my 

favor, and I was able to pay all my debts in less than 5 months because God worked on my favor.  
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Conclusion: I want to encourage you all; friends that decided to join us in our worship service online, 

brothers and sisters in Christ from First Church or from another church who are visiting us this morning. I 

encourage you… to take this time of crisis in our world and instead of being all negative or feeling anger or 

deception, I encourage you to see yourself as an agent of transformation; as a person who would change the 

trajectory of our community, who would step out of your comfort zone and say or scream or write a big YES in 

your mind, heart, and soul. A big YES, that would transform and make the difference in our world; the 

problem is not just in our country, it's around the world. You and I are called to establish new standards in our 

society and leave a legacy of good things. So, when our sons or daughters talk to their children in the future, 

they can say that you and I made the difference.  

 

Jesus was the wisest person ever; when the Pharisees or the religious leaders asked Him questions, his 

answers were peaceful and kind; He always avoided problems, He always responded with kindness and love 

and compassion. His actions were powerful and changed lives in wherever he went. Therefore, lets us do the 

same; let's follow Jesus steps and continue to be the people who will make the difference. What would you do 

or say when you witness injustices? Or when you see that someone is not doing the right thing? 

 

 


